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Abstract�
To answer the question imposed in the title right away� Yes�

they are� Conditional constraints� implication based rules� and

possibilistic rule bases are di�erent notions representing the

very same concept� And this concept is as useful and inter�

esting as the well known and widely used Mamdani approach�

So far� real success in applying fuzzy rule bases is restricted to

fuzzy control and Mamdani inference� We claim that the lack

of applications making use of possibilistic reasoning is mainly

due to a lack of understanding how to deal with rules based on

possibility distributions�

Mamdani inference as used in fuzzy control and possibilistic

reasoning are complementary mechanisms� They are comple�

mentary with respect to the way they deal with incomplete and

inconsistent information� From that point of view� it is not

surprising that using the very same rule base in both settings

does not work� This means� that the standard way of specifying

Mamdani knowledge bases does not help in the possibilistic case�

Based on the assumption that rule based systems are helpful

and manageable as long as rules represent local information we

present a new way how to specify possibilistic rule bases� In

order to prove the usefulness of this approach� we show that

there are some major drawbacks and limitations of Mamdani

inference� that are easily solved by correctly applying possibilis�

tic reasoning�

We do not claim� however� that possibilistic reasoning is the

one and only mechanism to choose� Both mechanisms have their

advantages and drawbacks and it heavily depends on the problem

at hand whether one or the other mechanism should be chosen�

In complex situations we expect a combined mechanism to be

useful�

I� Introduction

T
HE application of fuzzy rules has always been one of
the major concerns within the fuzzy research commu�

nity� After some years of general confusion generated by
the vast amount of possibilities� today opinions seem to
converge� From out point of view� there are two funda�
mental ways how to deal with fuzzy rules�
The �rst one is the well known Mamdani approach� that
has been proven to be a very successful paradigm in lots of
industrial applications� There are several ways how to look
at Mamdani inference� Zadeh calls it joint constraint ����
Dubois � Prade call it conjunction based �	�� Kruse calls
it equality based �
�� These di�erent naming conventions
re�ect the fact� that some years ago lots of researchers tried
to answer the question� why Mamdani inference is based on
conjunction rather than implication� And in order to come
up with a satisfying answer� several theoretical skeletons
for the Mamdani approach have been introduced� Today�
Mamdani inference is mostly interpreted as some sort of
fuzzy interpolation�

The second basic inference mechanism is the possibilistic
one� It is based on the notion of a possibility distribution�
From the semantics of possibility� this inference mechanism
based on the Godel implication relation may be derived�
The possibilistic approach to fuzzy reasoning is also called
conditional constraint or implication based �

In recent work� the authors showed that both inference
mechanisms are very strongly related to each other� We
showed that Mamdani inference is based on the notion of a
support distribution in the very same way that possibilistic
reasoning is based on possibility distributions� Being based
on either support distributions � or possibility distributions
�� we call the mechanisms ��reasoning and ��reasoning�
respectively�

As pointed out in ���� ���� ��reasoning and ��reasoning
possess complementary advantages and drawbacks when it
comes to dealing with fuzzy �i�e� imperfect� knowledge�
The possibilistic approach is appropriate for dealing with
incomplete knowledge� but sensitive to contradictions� For
��reasoning� the opposite holds�

Despite its well understood theoretical background� possi�
bilistic reasoning has not gained much practical attention
so far� Today� practical success is restricted to ��reasoning
as originally developed by Mamdani ���� From our point
of view� this is mainly due to the fact that so far there has
been no correct understanding how to specify possibilistic
rule bases�

In this paper we argue� that this complete reliance on ��
reasoning as soon as practical interests are involved� should
change� We do not claim that ��reasoning is the better
mechanism� But we will show that Mamdani inference has
some limitations where possibilistic mechanisms can help�

In section II we will present some basics� in order to iden�
tify the fundamental di�erences between ��reasoning and
��reasoning� The main limitation of Mamdani inference is
addressed in section III� Section IV deals with the conse�
quents of these considerations with respect to fuzzy rule
bases� Here we present the main result of this paper�
namely how to specify possibilistic rule bases� In section
V� some experiments are presented that support the state�
ments and claims made before�

II� Support and Possibility Distributions

Assume we are dealing with a variable x� We know that
x holds a value u� � Ux� Nevertheless� in the general case
we do not know this value u� exactly� but have only some
more or less fuzzy knowledge about this actual value u��



As introduced by Zadeh ���� a possibility distribution
�x � Ux � ��� �� represents an elastic constraint on the
variable x that may be used in order to specify such a kind
of knowledge� The value �x�u� represents the degree of pos�
sibility that the assumption x � u is true� If we are com�
pletely ignorant about x� �x � � holds� The more we know
about x� the less values u � Ux are considered to be possi�
ble� This is� the more information we get� the smaller the
corresponding possibility distribution gets� Consequently�
given two elastic constraints �x and �

�
x on x� the resulting

constraint is determined by the conjunction �x � �
�
x of the

original distributions� That is� possibility distributions are
aggregated by means of conjunction�
A support distribution �x � Ux � ��� ��� on the other hand�
represents an elastic hypothesis on the variable x� Now
the value �x�u� represents the degree of support that the
assumption x � u is true� In this setting� complete igno�
rance about x is represented by �X � � ���� ���� And the
more we know about x� the more values u � Ux may get
support� With additional information� support can only
increase� In this setting� distributions are aggregated by
means of disjunction� Given two pieces of information �x
and ��x on the actual value of x� we combine those by de�
termining �x � ��x�
As subtle this di�erence seems at �rst glance� as fundamen�
tal are its consequents� In the �rst case� impossibility� i�e�
�x�u� � �� is real information� The smaller the possibility
gets� the more important is the information� In the second
case� full support �x�u� � � is signi�cant information� and
small values are less interesting� Possibility distributions
represent negative knowledge� where assumptions are more
or less excluded� Support distributions represent positive
knowledge� where assumptions are more or less endorsed�
If we look at a fuzzy set �A like the one depicted on the upper
left of �gure 	� it becomes obvious that it makes a funda�
mental di�erence whether we interpret the fuzzy predicate
�y is �A� as a possibility distribution �y �� �A or as a sup�
port distribution �y �� �A� Considered as a possibility

distribution� the predicate �y is �A� is a very tough state�
ment� most of the values v � Uy are declared impossible�
and the remaining ones are only possible to some degree�
If considered as a support distribution� on the other hand�
the very same predicate is a very cautious statement� as
only few elements of Uy are slightly supported�
Unsurprisingly� di�erent semantics imply di�erent mech�
anisms when it comes to applying fuzzy rule bases� We
may look at the fuzzy rule �IF x is �A THEN y is �B�
�or � �Ax � �By�� for short� from two di�erent points of

view� If we consider the fuzzy predicates �x is �A� and
�y is �B� as being support distributions �x �� �A annd
�y �� �B � respectively� the relation induced between x
and y is represented by the well known Mamdani relation
Mamdani� �Ax � �By� ���� ����

�x�y�u� v� �� Mamdani� �Ax � �By��u� v� ���

� min f�A�u�� �B�v�g �	�

� min f�x�u�� �y�v�g� �
�

If� on the other hand� we look at the predicates from a
possibilistic point of view� the one and only implication
relation to choose is the so called Godel implication relation
Godel� �Ax � �By�� de�ned by

�x�y�u� v� �� Godel� �Ax � �By��u� v� ���

�

�
� if �A�u� � �B�v��
�B�v� else�

���

�

�
� if �x�u� � �y�v��
�y�v� else�

���

Given several rules � �Aix � �Biy�� the corresponding joint

distributions �ix�y �� Mamdani� �Aix � �Biy� and �ix�y ��

Godel� �Aix � �Biy� have to be aggregated by disjunction
and conjunction� respectively�

�x�y�u� v� ��
�
i

�ix�y ���

�x�y�u� v� ��
�
i

�ix�y ���

Finally� in order to determine the result of applying the
input �x is �A�� to such a rule base� in both settings we
make use of max�min comp��x �� �B� � we compute ��x��x�y
and ��x � �x�y� de�ned as

��y�v� �� max min
u�Ux

f��x�u�� �x�y�u� v�g ���

and

��y�v� �� max min
u�Ux

f��x�u�� �x�y�u� v�g� ����

For a theoretic derivation and a thorough analysis of these
results see ���� ���� We refer to the complete inference mech�
anism based on support distributions as ��reasoning or
Mamdani inference� Consequently� the possibilistic scheme
is called ��reasoning � G�odel inference� or simply possibilis�
tic inference�

III� Limitations of Mamdani Inference

The main problem of dealing with positive knowledge rep�
resented by support distributions is related to the accumu�
lation of gradual inconsistencies�
We are using fuzzy models of complex systems in order to
have a simpli�ed description of the state of a�airs� But
this simpli�cation is not for free� A fuzzy description is al�
ways an imperfect one� In the domain of fuzzy rule bases�
we have to deal with gradual contradictions and gradual
incompleteness� In most situations� several rules with dif�
ferent consequents gradually apply� and in the general case
some inputs are better matched than others �����
As stated before� support distributions deal with inconsis�
tent pieces of information by disjunctively combining them�
It is not surprising that this mechanism becomes problem�
atic when too much inconsistencies arise� But exactly this
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is the case when we apply several subsequent rule bases Fi�
with the output of Fi�� being the input for Fi�

Example �� Consider the mapping y � f�x� with f�x� � x
and x� y � ��� ����� We describe the mapping f by a fuzzy
rule base speci�ed by means of support distributions� In
order to do so� we roughly describe the interval ��� ����
by the nine fuzzy sets in �gure �� Based on the terms
���v � �	�v� � � � � ���v �v � fx� yg�� the rule base F� to represent
f is straightforward�

IF x is ���x THEN y is ���y
IF x is �	�x THEN y is �	�y
IF x is �
�x THEN y is �
�y

���
IF x is ���x THEN y is ���y

Now we examine how this rule base behaves when used in
a chain� This is� we determine

yn � fn�x� � f�f�� � � �f�x�� � � ���

by applying the rule base �F� to its own output n times�

�yn � �F� � �F� � � � � �F� � �x� � � ���

We chose as initial input the singleton �x � ��� frankly
admitting that this is an unfair input to this type of rule
base� Figure 	 presents the results �y� to �y�� Obviously� for
n � �� �yn � �y� � �y� holds�
This is� after just �ve inference steps the result is com�
pletely useless� Every value v � Uy gets the same degree of
support� There is no reasonable decision to be made from
such a result�

Choosing di�erent initial inputs� the �nal results may be
somewhat more useful� Figure 
 shows the �nal result
�y� � �yn� �n � �� for the initial input x � ��� for instance�
This input perfectly matches the �fth rule� Nevertheless�
example � clearly addresses the fundamental weakness of
��reasoning� Due to the accumulation of gradual incon�
sistencies within each inference step� overall results tend
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to become very broad� When several layers of rules are
involved� ��reasoning �the very same mechanism that is
successful in fuzzy control� generally fails� And this is the
very reason� why there are no complex rule bases applied
in fuzzy control up to today�
It is therefor natural to look for alternative inference
schemes� And with ��reasoning there is another well known
mechanism to be analyzed with respect to this property�
Nevertheless� so far possibilistic inference has not been ex�
ploited in a very successful way� In the following section
we argue� that this is due to a complete misconception in
the way� possibilistic rule bases have been designed so far�

IV� Specifying Possibilistic Rule Bases

Support and possibility distributions are complementary
concepts� ��reasoning and ��reasoning are dual inference
mechanisms with complementary advantages and draw�
backs� The further deals with positive� the latter with neg�
ative information� It is therefor by no means surprising�
that using the very same rule base in both settings makes
no sense� In order to apply possibilistic inference� the fuzzy
control type of rule base as the one seen in example � gen�
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TABLE I

Mamdani rule base from example �

y

x

���y �	�y �
�y ���y ���y
���x ���z ���z �	�z �	�z �
�z
�	�x ���z �	�z �	�z �
�z ���z
�
�x �	�z �	�z �
�z ���z ���z
���x �	�z �
�z ���z ���z ���z
���x �
�z ���z ���z ���z ���z

erally does not work ����� We illustrate this claim with
another simple example�

Example �� Consider a two input � one output system
z � f�x� y�� This is� we have rules of the form
IF x is �A AND y is �B THEN z is �C� or �� �Ax � �By� � �Cz ��
for short�

In this system� z increases both with x and with y� For
each variable x� y� and z� we specify �ve fuzzy sets ���v�
�	�v � �
�v � ���v� and ���v �v � fx� y� zg� as depicted in �gure
�� The corresponding rule base as used in ��reasoning and
in standard fuzzy control is presented in table I and works
perfectly�

However� if we apply the very same rule base in the pos�
sibilistic setting� there is a problem� If� for example� the
input �x� y� lies right between � �	�x� �
�y� and � �
�x� ���y��
the output is restricted both to �	�z and ���z � Since both
outputs do not overlap� the result is equal to zero � for the
output z� no value is possible any more� Figure � shows
the results for the input � �	�x� �
�y� using ��reasoning �left�
and ��reasoning �right��

This is not� what the rule base was intended to imply� So�
obviously the rule base works for the Mamdani but not for
the possibilistic case� Why this� Let�s have a look at a
single fuzzy predicate �x is �	�x��

If we interpret the fuzzy predicate �x is �	�x� as a possibilis�
tic piece of information by assigning �x �� ���� the pred�
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icate �x is �	�x� becomes a very signi�cant statement� It
de�nitely excludes all values u � Ux with ����u� � �� Only
the values within the set supp� �	�x� �� fu j ����u� � �g are
not completely determined yet� Only within supp� �	��� i�e�
the interval ���� 
��� there is still some information missing�
In the Mamdani case� using an interpretation �x �� ���
based in support distributions� this situation changes�
Now� the statement �x is �	�x� is not so signi�cant any
more� The information given is restricted to the set
supp� �	�� � ���� 
��� whereas there is no statement whatso�
ever on values in Ux n supp� �	���
And exactly this di�erence makes the problem� In the
Mamdani case based on support distributions� a rule like

IF x is �	�x AND y is �
�y THEN z is �	�z

reads� �If there is support that x is about 	� and that y
is about 
�� there is support that z is about 	��� In the
possibilistic case� however� the meaning of the rule is� �If
we can exclude that x is not about 	� and that y is not
about 
�� we can exclude that z is not about 	��� Or� in
other words� �If we are sure that x is about 	� and y is
about 
�� then de�nitely z is about 	��� So� for the input
�x� y� � � �	�x� �
�y� and the �rst interpretation we derive
that eventually z is about 	�� whereas the second interpre�
tation insists in z to be about 	�� since it is impossible for
z not to be about 	�� The interpretation based on sup�
port distributions makes the consequent �z is �	�z� a local
statement restricted on supp� �	�z� without any further in�
formation on the remaining part Uz nsupp� �A�� whereas the
possibilistic interpretation excludes nearly the entire do�
main Uz of z and thus makes a very restrictive and global
statement� And very easily such global statements made
by di�erent rules contradict with each other� as seen in the
example above�
We claim� that the overall success of rule based systems is
very much based on the concept of combining local pieces
of knowledge� with each of them being represented by a
single rule�
In order to apply this perception to the problem of spec�
ifying a reasonable possibilistic rule base� we recapitulate
the case of ��reasoning and Mamdani inference�

How to specify a Mamdani rule base�

When based on support distributions	 rule bases are sets

of rules that map observed input states to proposed output

states
 In order to build such a rule base	 we try to map



each combination of linguistic terms of the input variables

to an appropriate linguistic term of the output variable


In order to mimic this successful and popular mechanism
when it comes to building possibilistic rule bases� all we
have to do is to make possibilistic consequents local state�
ments� as well� And if �as seen before� �x is �	�x� is a
global statement in the possibilistic setting� �x is NOT �	�x�
is a local one� Since the further de�nitely excludes most
of the values u � Ux �namely� all those contained in
��� ���� �
�� ������ the latter imposes only some restrictions
within the range supp� �	�x� � ���� 
���
So the basic idea is very simple� Instead of having conse�
quents of the form �x is �A�� we have to look for consequents
of the form �x is NOT �A�� where �A is a typical fuzzy set
as used nowadays in order to represent a linguistic term�
In order to clarify and generalize this simple idea we have a
closer look at a simple one input � one output system� First
of all� we analyze a single rule �IF x is �A THEN y is �B� with
�A and �B being typical trapezoidal membership functions�
Figure � presents the rule in the context of support distri�
butions� The well known Mamdani relation� i�e� the con�
junctive aggregation of the cylindrical extensions of �A and
�B� results in a local �fuzzy point� in Ux	Uy� Only within

the subset supp� �A�	supp� �B� of Ux	Uy useful information
is given� i�e� support is imposed�
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Fig� �� Single rule � �A� �B�� Mamdani case

If� however� we attach the very same rule � �Ax � �By� with a
possibilistic interpretation� the Godel implication relation
makes a global statement �see �gure ��� Within the range
of supp� �A�� most values v � Uy are declared impossible�
Realizing the idea presented above� �gure � presents the
Godel implication relation for the rule � �Ax � NOT �By��
Here we �nd the same local behaviour as in �gure �� There
is only a �fuzzy point� supp� �A�	supp� �B� in Ux	Uy� where
restrictions are imposed�
Extending these considerations on several rules� we �nd
these observations con�rmed� Both �gure � and �gure ��
represent a fuzzy relation that is built of local statements�
In the further� six rules of the form � �Aix � �Biy� are in�
terpreted as positive knowledge� whereas in the latter� six
rules of the form � �Aix � NOT �Biy� are interpreted as neg�
ative information� Consequently� the support distribution
presented in �gure � is the disjunction of six support dis�
tributions as the one in �gure �� Likewise� the possibility
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distributions depicted in �gure �� is built by conjunctively
aggregating six possibility distributions like the one in �g�
ure ��
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Summarizing the above� we propose the following mech�
anism based on local possibilistic consequents to de�ne a
possibilistic rule base�

How to specify a G�odel rule base�

In the possibilistic case	 rule bases are sets of rules that ex�

clude output states with respect to input states
 In order to

build such a rule base	 for each linguistic term of the output

variable	 we specify all combinations of linguistic terms of

the input variables that allow for excluding this very out�

put


If we assume k input variables and one output variable�
the speci�cation guidelines for Mamdani rule bases produce
a rule base consisting of O�nk� rules� if there are O�n�
linguistic terms for each variable� In example 	� with �ve
linguistic terms for each of the two input variables� we came
up with �� � 	� rules� for instance�
At �rst glance� the possibilistic guideline seems to imply
O�n 
 nk� rules� For each of O�n� linguistic terms of the
output variable� we have to specify all those of the O�nk�
possible combinations of the k input variables that exclude
the corresponding output term� Taking example 	 and con�
sidering only one output �y is ���y�� for instance� we already
�nd 		 � O���� combinations of inputs that ful�ll the re�
quirement to explicitly exclude the outcome �y is ���y��
And still there are four more linguistic output terms left to
deal with�
But fortunately we can combine several of those O�n 
 nk�
rules and come up with O�nk� rules like in the Mamdani
case� The following theorem shows the idea�
Theorem �� In the possibilistic setting� the following two
rule bases R� and R	 are equivalent�

R� �� fIF x is �A� AND y is �B THEN z is �C�

IF x is �A	 AND y is �B THEN z is �Cg

R	 �� fIF x is �A� � �A	 AND y is �B THEN z is �Cg
Proof� Without loss of generality we assume for a �xed�
but arbitrary triple �u� v� w� � Ux 	 Uy 	 Uz

�A��u� � �A��u�� ����

From this assumption we derive

� min f�A��u�� �B�v�g � min f�A��u�� �B�v�g

and this implies

Godel�� �A�x � �By�� �Cz ��u� v� w�

� Godel�� �A	x � �By�� �Cz ��u� v� w�
��	�

Applying the ��reasoning inference scheme as presented in
section II� for the possibility distribution

Godel��� �A�x � �A	x� � �By�� �Cz �

representing rule base R	 it holds

Godel��� �A�x � �A	x� � �By�� �Cz��u� v� w�

�

�
� if min fmax f�A��u�� �A��u�g� �B�v�g � �C�z��
�C�z� otherwise�

����
�

�
� if min f�A��u�� �B�v�g � �C�z��
�C�z� otherwise�

� Godel�� �A�x � �By�� �Cz��u� v� w�
����
� min

n
Godel�� �A�x � �By�� �Cz ��u� v� w��

Godel�� �A	x � �By�� �Cz ��u� v� w�
o

This last expression represents the possibilistic rule base
R��

Remark �� Since both the linguistic conjunction AND and
minimization min fg are associative and commutative� the
number and order of input variables does not matter in
the proof of theorem �� as long as just one variable is used
for combination� This means that from any set of premise
variables we can always arbitrarily choose one variable and
apply the theorem in order to reduce the number of rules�

Example �� Given this guideline� we can transform the
Mamdani rule base from example 	 into a possibilistic one�
On the �y we make use of theorem � in order end up with
	� instead of some ��� rules� Table II depicts the resulting
rule base�
If now we apply the �critical� input �x� y� � � �	�x� �
�y�
to this possibilistic rule base� we get the result depicted
in �gure ��� First of all� using this type of possibilistic
rule base we get a reasonable result rather than the useless
contradiction from �gure � �right�� Furthermore� this result
is also better than the one from �gure � �left�� which is
derived by positive knowledge and ��reasoning�
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Fig� ��� Applying input � ��	x� ��	y
 to rule base of table II� ��
reasoning �cf� �gure 	


Remark �� By replacing standard disjunction �A� � �A	

�u � �A��A��u� �� max f�A��u�� �A��u�g

by drastic disjunction �A� t �A	

�u � �A�tA��u� ��

�
� if min f�A��u�� �A��u�g � ��
max f�A��u�� �A��u�g otherwise�



TABLE II

G�odel rule base from example �

IF x is AND y is THEN z is
���x �
�y � ���y � ���y NOT ���z
�	�x �	�y � �
�y � ���y � ���y NOT ���z
�
�x ���y � �	�y � �
�y � ���y � ���y NOT ���z
���x ���y � �	�y � �
�y � ���y � ���y NOT ���z
���x ���y � �	�y � �
�y � ���y � ���y NOT ���z

���x ���y � �	�y � ���y NOT �	�z
�	�x ���y � ���y � ���y NOT �	�z
�
�x �
�y � ���y � ���y NOT �	�z
���x �	�y � �
�y � ���y � ���y NOT �	�z
���x ���y � �	�y � �
�y � ���y � ���y NOT �	�z

���x ���y � �	�y � �
�y � ���y NOT �
�z
�	�x ���y � �	�y � �
�y � ���y NOT �
�z
�
�x ���y � �	�y � ���y � ���y NOT �
�z
���x ���y � �
�y � ���y � ���y NOT �
�z
���x �	�y � �
�y � ���y � ���y NOT �
�z

���x ���y � �	�y � �
�y � ���y � ���y NOT ���z
�	�x ���y � �	�y � �
�y � ���y NOT ���z
�
�x ���y � �	�y � �
�y NOT ���z
���x ���y � �	�y � ���y NOT ���z
���x ���y � ���y � ���y NOT ���z

���x ���y � �	�y � �
�y � ���y � ���y NOT ���z
�	�x ���y � �	�y � �
�y � ���y � ���y NOT ���z
�
�x ���y � �	�y � �
�y � ���y � ���y NOT ���z
���x ���y � �	�y � �
�y � ���y NOT ���z
���x ���y � �	�y � �
�y NOT ���z

we are able to make results more speci�c� From xty � x�y
we derive

Godel�� �A�x t �A	x�� �By�  Godel�� �A�x � �A	x�� �By��

Applying drastic disjunction� overlapping premises tend to
support each other� whereas non overlapping premises are
not a�ected� In general� this is reasonable from a semantic
point of view� If we use a rule �� �A�x t �A	x�� �By� instead

of �� �A�x � �A	x�� �By�� there are two possibilities�

�� �A� and �A	 are neighbouring linguistic terms and overlap
each other� like �	�x and �
�x in example 	� for instance� In
this case� it makes perfect sense to assume that the input
x � 	� leads to the output �y is �B�� as well�
	� �A� and �A	 are non overlapping� In this situation� ap�
plying drastic disjunction instead of standard disjunction
makes no di�erence at all�

V� Experiments

In the preceding section we proposed a simple guide�
line how to specify possibilistic rule bases� The proposal

is based on the idea that �as in the case of Mamdani
inference� each rule should only provide local information�

In this section we will present two examples� where using
this guideline ��reasoning has clear advantages compared
to ��reasoning� As already pointed out in section III� due
to inevitable accumulation of gradual inconsistencies and
due to the way support distributions deal with inconsistent
information� chaining of inferences leads to very broad and
often useless results� when Mamdani inference is applied�
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Fig� ��� Subsequent results when chaining possibilistic rule base from
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Fig� ��� Final result when chaining possibilistic rule base from ex�
ample  �initial input x � �	�x


In example �� section III� we examined those problems by
chaining a fuzzy identity function using support distribu�
tions� Now we have a closer look at the very same example�
this time applying possibilistic reasoning�

Example �� Again we use a fuzzy rule base modeling the
identity mapping y � f�x� with f�x� � x� Using the same
linguistic terms as used in example � and speci�ed in �g�
ure �� we now de�ne an appropriate possibilistic rule base
according to our guideline� For each linguistic term of the
output variable y we specify all the input states that ex�
clude this output term� Considering the �rst output term
���y and applying theorem �� we get the following rule�

IF x is �	�x � �
�x � �
�x � 
 
 
 ���x � THEN y is NOT ���y�

Now we replace standard disjunction by drastic disjunction
according to remark 	�

IF x is �	�x t �
�x t �
�x t 
 
 
 ���x t THEN y is NOT ���y�

Obviously� we can simplify this rule by using the premise
�IF x is NOT ���x� and consequently end up with the fol�
lowing rule base F��



IF x is NOT ���x THEN y is NOT ���y
IF x is NOT �	�x THEN y is NOT �	�y
IF x is NOT �
�x THEN y is NOT �
�y

���
IF x is NOT ���x THEN y is NOT ���y

In this case� applying the initial input �x � �� we get a much
more pleasing result than the one observed in ��reasoning
as depicted in �gure 	� Furthermore� after the very �rst
inference step� the result is stable� This is�

�yn � �F� � �F� � � � � �F� � �x� � � ��� � F� � �x � �y�

In �gure �	� �y� and �y� are depicted� Like in the possibilistic
example 
� the resulting constraint is quite reasonable and
easy to defuzzify� Figure �
 presents the result of applying
the fuzzy input �x � ���x�
Figures �� and �� show the Mamdani rule base from ex�
ample � and the Godel rule base from example �� respec�
tively� Obviously� there are some di�erences in representing
the identity mapping by means of the nine linguistic terms
given� depending on the decision whether ��reasoning or
��reasoning is applied�
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So what to learn from this example� As expected� when
applying ��reasoning� gradual inconsistencies as generated
by any fuzzy rule base are not accumulated� because in

the possibilistic setting contradictions are simply deleted
by means of conjunctive aggregation� This is the reason
that chaining does not cause the severe problems imposed
when ��reasoning is applied� Inference results do not tend
to increase with each inference step due to gradual contra�
dictions within the rule base�
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Fig� ��� Direct comparison between possibilistic inference result and
linguistic terms used in the corresponding rule base

On the other hand� now we pay a price for incomplete
knowledge� The smaller triangles beneath the adequate
major peak are caused by missing information� They rep�
resent values in output space� where consequents and cor�
responding premises are not very helpful� since they do not
provide much support �Mamdani inference� � �
�x � �
�y�� or
impose severe restrictions �possibilistic case� �NOT �
�x �
NOT �
�y��� In order to emphasize this correlation� �gure ��
replicates both the �rst inference result and the linguistic
terms used to de�ne the consequents of the corresponding
rule base one upon the other� Obviously� the possibilis�
tic result is not satisfying �namely� gradually incomplete�
wherever the linguistic terms do not completely cover the
output space�
Whereas causing some trouble in the possibilistic case�
missing information does not play an observable role when
��reasoning is applied� as to be seen in the �rst result �y� of
�gure 	 on the upper left� for instance� Again� this comes
as no surprise� since ��reasoning simply does not care for
missing information�
As stated several times before� we do not claim that either
��reasoning or ��reasoning is the one and only mechanism
to choose� As is clearly addressed in the discussion of the
preceding paragraphs� both mechanisms have their advan�
tages and drawbacks�
Nevertheless� since ��reasoning in the disguise of Mam�
dani inference has gained so much attraction in practical
applications� the main concern of this paper is to make ��
reasoning a more attractive mechanism to apply� In order
to do so we discuss a �nal� more complex experiment that
favours the use of possibilistic reasoning�

Example � We model a simple expert system that is to
guide dealing with company shares� From three inputs a
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decision should be derived that helps in deciding whether
shares of a given company should be bought��
The three input variables are� ��� ES the evaluation of

stock exchange� �	� EC the evaluation of company con�
sidered� and �
� FS the personal �nancial situation� The
knowledge base is built of two inference steps� First of
all� considering the general situation at stock exchange ES
and the special situation of the company considered EC �
a personal demand PD to get company shares is derived�
In the second stage� this subjective demand PD together
with the �nancial situation FS are used to infer a �nal

decision FD�
Both the stock exchange and the company are evaluated
with respect to �ve linguistic terms� namely bad� nega�
tive� normal� positive� and good as depicted in �gure
���
The personal demand PD to get company shares is quan�
ti�ed by �ve linguistic terms� as well� ��� ��  ���  � and
  �see �gure ��� and increases both with ES and EC�
The company evaluation EC is considered more important
than the stock exchange evaluation ES� But when both
ES and EC get too good at the same time� we do not
want to get the company shares anymore� since everybody
will� The corresponding Mamdani rule base to represent
this relation is presented in table III�
The personal �nancial situation FS is quanti�ed by means
of �ve linguistic terms� namely bad� minus� even� plus�
and good �see �gure ���� Both personal �nancial situation
FS and personal demand PD have positive in�uence on the
�nal decision no� ��� yes� or yes��� This is� the Mamdani
rule bases speci�ed in table IV determines the �nal decision
FD with respect to PD and FS�
The membership functions of the linguistic terms of the

�Remember that we are no experts whatsoever in stock exchange
matters� so the knowledge that is modeled in the following is a very
naive one� actually� Do not buy company shares based on advice
given by this �expert system� ���

TABLE III

Mamdani rule base ��EC � ES
� PD�

EC

ES

bad neg� norm� pos� good
bad �� �� �� �� �
neg� �� �� � �  ��
norm� � �  ��  ��  
pos�  ��        
good       ��

TABLE IV

Mamdani rule base ��FS � PD
� FD�

FS

PD

bad minus even plus good
�� no no no no no
� no no no no ��
 �� no no no �� ��
 no no �� �� yes
  no �� yes yes!! yes!!

�nal decision FD are shown in picture ���

In this example� the corresponding possibilistic rule bases
are derived from their Mamdani counterparts listed above
in the very same way that has been applied in example 
�
Following the guideline for de�ning possibilistic rule bases�
for any output term we determine all the input situations
that exclude the output at hand� Applying both theorem
� in order to combine linguistic terms of ES and remark 	�
the ��EC � ES�� PD� rule base is given in table V�

Table VI presents the possibilistic rule base ��FS� PD� �
FD� achieved in the very same way as the �rst rule base�

Figure �� shows typical results for both ��reasoning �left�
and ��reasoning �right� using the corresponding rule bases
as introduced above� In each row� the same inputs have
been applied to both mechanisms� Qualitatively� corre�
sponding support and possibility distributions represent
the same information� No matter whether we would use
left or right hand sides of the �gures " we would basically
draw the same decisions�

On the other hand� possibilistic answers are more distinc�
tive and therefor more interesting� There is much more
room for reasonable interpretation and discussion� Fur�
thermore� if we need to use these results as input for sub�
sequent rule base� the possibilistic answers seem much more
appealing�

Compared to example �� the results of this experiment are
not too surprising� in both knowledge bases chaining takes
place� fuzzy answers are used as inputs for subsequent
fuzzy inference steps� And without any additional heuris�
tics or intermediate defuzzi�cation� Mamdani inference is



TABLE V

G�odel rule base ��EC � ES
� PD�

IF EC is AND ES is THEN PD is

bad good NOT ��
negative NOT �bad t negative� NOT ��
normal unknown NOT ��
positive unknown NOT ��
good NOT good NOT ��

bad NOT good NOT �
negative NOT �normal t positive� NOT �
normal NOT �bad t negative� NOT �
positive unknown NOT �
good unknown NOT �

bad unknown NOT  ��
negative NOT good NOT  ��
normal NOT �normal t positive� NOT  ��
positive NOT bad NOT  ��
good unknown NOT  ��

bad unknown NOT  
negative unknown NOT  
normal NOT good NOT  
positive NOT negative NOT  
good NOT �bad t positive� NOT  

bad unknown NOT   
negative unknown NOT   
normal unknown NOT   
positive bad � negative NOT   
good NOT �negative t normal� NOT   

not very successful when faced with complex knowledge
bases consisting of several layers of rules� Possibilistic rea�
soning� on the other hand� seems more appropriate in such
situations� Due to its way of dealing with inconsistent in�
formation by just deleting it� local inconsistencies cannot
accumulate and result in useless answers� �nally�

VI� Conclusions

Mamdani inference has been very successful in control ap�
plications� This is not true for possibilistic reasoning� A
closer look at both theories instantly reveals that they rep�
resent di�erent kinds of knowledge� in case of Mamdani�
facts are supported �positive knowledge� whereas possibility
distributions exclude possible facts �negative knowledge��
From this point of view it becomes clear that possibilistic
and Mamdani rule bases have to be formulated in di�erent
ways� It was shown that a local positive piece of infor�
mation turns out to be a major �global� restriction on the
set of possible facts when interpreted in a possibilistic way�
The positive information that the current temperature is 	�
degrees� for example� means in a possibilistic setting that
a temperature other than 	� degrees is impossible� Obvi�

TABLE VI

G�odel rule base ��FS � PD
� FD�

IF FS is AND PD is THEN FD is

NOT no
minus   NOT no
even  t  NOT no
plus NOT ���t�� NOT no
good NOT �� NOT no

bad unknown NOT ��
minus NOT   NOT ��
even NOT  NOT ��
plus NOT � �� t � NOT ��
good NOT �� t ��� NOT ��

bad unknown NOT yes
minus unknown NOT yes
even NOT   NOT yes
plus unknown NOT yes
good NOT  NOT yes

bad unknown NOT yes!!
minus unknown NOT yes!!
even unknown NOT yes!!
plus NOT   NOT yes!!
good NOT   NOT yes!!

ously the second statement is much stronger than the �rst
one� i�e� the content of information is not the same�

Not only the types of information of Mamdani and pos�
sibilistic rules are di�erent but also the way they are pro�
cessed� In the case of Mamdani inference inconsistent infor�
mation is propagated� completeness is rising� Possibilistic
reasoning on the other hand clears inconsistencies which
may lead to a loss of completeness� Some of these di�er�
ences were demonstrated in examples� It was especially
shown that possibilistic inference can lead to more speci�c
conclusions� especially in multistage systems with multi�
ple input� It heavily depends on the application if infor�
mation should be processed with Mamdani or possibilistic
inference� In many cases it seems to be more natural to
formulate positive information or rules than negative ones�
For this reason a mechanism is introduced that transforms
positive rules into negative rules� It is based on logic and
preserves the rules� content of information� In a similar
way negative rules can be transformed into positive ones�
From this point of view it is very interesting to formu�
late the same knowledge in di�erent ways� positive and
negative� The most comprehensive results are obtained
if both inference mechanisms are used simultaneously ����
����� Then both conclusions can be combined in one ac�
cording to the requirements of the application� For exam�
ple� if safety comes �rst� one would draw a conclusion that
is supported by the Mamdani result and not excluded by
possibility# i�e� the intersection of results�



Another reason for the popularity of the Mamdani mecha�
nism is the e$ciency of its implementations� This does not
hold for possibilistic inference� The hope for a fast local
inference scheme is abandoned by the global e�ect of the
Godel inference relation� Fast implementations are based
on approximations� i�e� ��	�� A very promising method is
introduced in ��
�� the choice of an additive fuzzy system
together with B�Splines as membership functions leads to
a perfect duality of possibilistic and Mamdani inference�
Computational costs become identically low� as well�
Altogether it was shown that possibilistic inference based
on Godel inference relations is an equally important alter�
native to the classic Mamdani mechanism� Former prob�
lems were mainly a result of a general misunderstanding of
how to formulate possibilistic information� As a solution
a method for the transformation of positive into negative
rules was introduced�
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